7 Quick Tips To
Make Your Profile
#instaworthy

#Tip 1

Decide on a Vibe!
Setting a vibe for your profile is an important first step. Ask yourself the
question on how you wish to be seen on Instagram. Remember to stay
authentic and true to your message.
If you can convey your personality, energy and essence in a set of pictures,
quotes, shared feelings etc you are already winning! Followers can most
definitely feel that.
Your feed can either inspire and create a sense of "hey I want to stick around
here and follow this person" or a simple swipe past your shared picture.

Think about your desired colour scheme and general all-round feel whilst
staying true to you.
Instagram can be an amazing way to convey your “message” to the world in
a creative way! Sit down with a notepad, tune in and start brainstorming!
Another way to get into the zone, get creative and decide on a vibe is to
create a Pinterest board – start to gather images that make you feel inspired,
choosing colours and quotes.

#Tip 2
Popping Your Bio Bubble!
Bios are fairly important as they explain who you are and what you
do. Make sure you share your personality and remember in the
end Instagram is a light-hearted space to show off your fun side so
you can use emoji’s to break up any text sections in the Bio.
Don’t forget to put in a branded #hashtag – it’s a great way to
remind your followers to post it if they share your pics:

For example: #yourmindfulassistant
Make sure you also link your website or blog.
If you have more than one website link you wish to share on
Instagram, LinkTree may be your solution. It works by providing
one shareable website link to paste in your Instagram Bio. When
the link is clicked it opens to a page in which your followers can
actively choose the various website links you have chosen to
share.

#Tip 3
Make it Pretty, Please?
Sometimes photos need a little extra boost of colour to make them
more exciting!
My all-time favourite App for modifying pics is ColourStory ….it does
cost $$ to get any extra filters and effects but I have found this App
to be very easy to use and they offer some amazing filters.
The photos end up looking amazing, so I ended up deleting all my
other photo editing Apps and use this app exclusively!

You will soon find out your favourite go to photo editing app and
filter, try a few out and get creative!

#Tip 4
Photos Photos Photos!
Short on your own set of creative photos? Don't worry it's totally
acceptable on Instagram to share and repost another person’s
Instagram pic HOWEVER always tag the photo owner!
An easy and simple way to do this is at the end of your post add
something like this:
Pic By @yourmindfulassistant
Just some old fashioned common courtesy to create an online
community of sharing and liking and connecting users together (the
whole aim of Instagram!).
Another great website to grab amazing professional photos for your
Instagram feed is Unsplash. You don’t have to credit any of these
photos but it’s still nice to do so if you can!

#Tip 5
Frame that Sucker!
I ALWAYS place a thin white border around all my pics before I post
on Instagram. It tends to look cleaner and crisp on your overall
Instagram page and creates a nice even pattern.
A little extra step goes a long way! My go to App for frames is
Diptic.

#Tip 6
#Hashtag? Yes Please
Using key hashtags can boost your photo likes and followers and
allows you to be seen in the big wide world we call Instagram.
However, using too many hashtags in your actual post can look
unclean and a bit spammy so you can put 3 – 4 highly relevant
hashtags in your post and then up to 26 extra relevant hashtags in
your first comment.
This is also great if you are also posting automatically to Facebook
(Facebook’s algorithm prefers no more than 3 or 4 hashtags in any
Facebook Post).
My favourite App for hashtag inspiration is Tag O’Matic – just type in
a key word and wa-la! – 30 relevant hashtags that can be copied
and pasted into your post! Make sure you change your hashtags
regularly to make them relevant for each post!

#Tip 7
Ermm, Are you Regular?
If you think of it, one of the biggest factors when it comes to being
successful at anything is consistency.
Posting consistently (1 – 2 times per day) is a fairly important step
to building up your Instagram account. It not only builds content
fast it shows that you are an actual active brand (especially if you
are a business).
Keep in mind to post quality vs quantity. A great idea is to create a
week’s worth of scheduled posts at a time. This allows you to stay
within your vibe/pattern/colour scheme, get more creative and
saves time!
There are some amazing scheduling Apps out there to assist with
this. I use PLANN an App that you can load posts to and shift
them around to create pretty patterns (amongst other amazing
qualities). Other Apps you could use to schedule are Later or
Buffer.

How did you go?
If you are still struggling with your
social media marketing, posting or
scheduling and need some further
assistance, please feel free to
contact me, I would love to hear
from you.
Email: melina@yourmindfulassistant.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/yourmindfulassistant/
www.yourmindfulassistant.com.au

